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Great Inventors And Their Inventions
John DeLorean’ explores how the inventor of the ‘Back to the Future’-mobile lost himself in a smog of cocaine, greed, and scandal.
How the Playboy Inventor of the DeLorean Crashed and Burned
Popeil became iconic for his infomercials hacking zany inventions such as the Veg-O-Matic and Pocket Fisherman (both of which were actually invented by his father).
R.I.P. Ron Popeil: 5 of the TV Pitchman's Best Inventions
Viral Facebook vlog Nas Daily has showcased Filipino innovator Illac Diaz and his Liter of Light solar lamp in the first episode of his new series, Amazing Inventions. Nas Daily, created by ...
Nas Daily showcases Illac Diaz’s Liter of Light in Amazing Inventions
What makes one person more creative than another? Creativity is hard to define and perhaps even more difficult to measure, but scientists think they've come up with a remarkably simple way of ...
Scientists Invented a Simple New Test For Creativity, And You Can Try It Out
Ron Popeil, whose father was also an inventor-salesman, built his ability to sell things as a young man in the open-air markets of Chicago, where he moved as a teen in the 1940s.
Ron Popeil, inventor and king of TV pitchmen, dies at 86
Get essential education news and commentary delivered straight to your inbox. Sign up here for The 74’s daily newsletter. The National Inventors Hall of Fame’s Camp Invention program has gotten pretty ...
Camp Invention Hands-on Summer STEM Program Goes Virtual
As he was growing up, George Coles Jr. often heard from his father, “If you use it, you need to know how to fix it.” That advice framed an approach to innovation for Coles, one of three staff members ...
A Father’s Advice Drives Master Inventor George Coles
An innovative neurofeedback company in Auckland is bringing together a diverse set of experts to teach people to control parts of their brain that are normally invisible. In doing so, they’re hoping ...
The back-shed inventor who built a pain-fighting brain machine
With the aim of encouraging inventors and innovators around the world, The Ministry of Culture and Sport, in cooperation with Qatar Scientific Club, is announcing the opening of registration for " ...
International Competition for Inventors With Valuable Prizes Worth $250,000
Most innovation policy focuses on those who are already innovating, simply tinkering with the incentives they face or funding they receive so that they apply themselves to particular industries. Yet ...
A great exhibition for the 21st century? How to raise the status of innovation and innovators
Gilly Walters began making nougat in her kitchen in Hilton in the KZN Midlands to make ends meet and created a confectionery legacy.
From homemade nougat to inventor of fine things
Real men eat meat, drive big cars, like to build things and think Greta Thunberg is a whiny schoolgirl... right? Writer Katrine Marçal thinks this kind of thinking is holding us back.
Real men eat meat - and other ideas that are holding us back
The VioGlove is designed to improve hand balance and reduce friction with the neck of the instrument in order to help smooth shifts, improve articulation, and help vibrato.
Peter Kaman, Inventor & Designer of the New Left Hand VioGlove
Advertisement What if you could convert your new fossil fuel-powered motorbike into something that could run from the gasses collected from shallow ponds and bogs? Well, although the idea is neat, it ...
WATCH: Dutch Inventor Modifies His Bike To Run On Methane From A Pond
Ron Popeil, the New York native whose masterful marketing and numerous successful products made him synonymous with TV infomercials, has died at the age of 86, according to TMZ.
Ron Popeil, prodigious inventor and infomercial king, dies at 86
Ron Popeil, the New York native whose masterful marketing and numerous successful products made him synonymous with TV infomercials, has died at the age of 86, according to TMZ.
Ron Popeil, prodigious inventor and infomercial king, reportedly dies at 86
Oteri, a Principal Systems Engineer in Research and Development at Qualcomm Technologies, knows all about these breakthroughs of power savings and mobility management for 5G - she invented many of ...
How Dr. Lola Awoniyi-Oteri optimizes 5G through power savings and mobility management inventions
Bay Area International Children’s Film Festival is just around the corner, presenting “A Playdate for the Imagination” in its fully virtual 2021 event, July 22-25. In addition to over 40 ...
‘The Inventor’ Director Jim Capobianco on What Makes the Bay Area Int’l Children’s Film Fest Tick
Couture fashion highlights Black inventors Peanut butter, hair rollers and air-conditioning units: all created by Black inventors and all part of Pyer Moss’s couture fashion show. Kerby Jean-Raymond, ...
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